The information in this guide is based on the *MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers* and is provided to inform students of the proper way to include music resources in a Works Cited list.

Below are examples of the most common kinds of music entries needed for a Works Cited list. For more examples, and for information on citing other types of resources, consult the *MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers* (REF LB2369.G53) in Begley Library, or *MLA Style In Brief*, a handout available at the reference desk in Begley Library.

**SOUND RECORDINGS**

In an entry for a commercially available recording, which person is cited first (e.g., the composer, conductor, or performer) depends on the desired emphasis. List the title of the recording (or the titles of the works included), the artist or artists, the manufacturer (“Capitol”), and the year of issue (if the year is unknown, write *n.d.*). Place a comma between the manufacturer and the date; periods follow the other items. If you are not using a compact disc, indicate the medium before the manufacturer’s name, i.e., *Audiocassette*, *Audiotape* (reel-to-reel tape), or *LP* (long-playing record). Do not underline the medium or enclose it in quotation marks.

In general, underline titles of recordings (*Nuevo*), but do not underline or enclose in quotation marks the titles of musical compositions identified only by form, number, and key. You may wish to indicate, in addition to the year of issue, the date of recording.

Examples:

**Sound recording identified by form, number and key**

**Sound recording identified by title**

**Sound recording, emphasis on performer**

**Sound recording, emphasis on conductor**
**Sound recording, including date of recording**

**Sound recording, citing a specific song**

**PERFORMANCES**

An entry for a performance (play, opera, ballet, concert) usually begins with the title, underlined, and includes the director.  You may include other data that seem pertinent – such as the names of the performers – before the site of the performance.  It concludes with the site of the performance (usually the theater and cite, separated by a comma and followed by a period) and the date of the performance.

Examples:

**Opera**

**Ballet**

**Performance, emphasis on contribution of particular individual or group**
If you are citing the contribution of a particular individual or group, begin with the appropriate name.

Examples:


MUSICAL COMPOSITIONS

Musical Composition
To cite a musical composition, begin with the composer’s name. Underline the title of an opera, ballet, or a piece of instrumental music identified by name (*Symphonie fantastique*), but do not underline or enclose in quotation marks the form, number, and key when used to identify an instrumental position.

Examples:
Beethoven, Ludwig van. Symphony no. 7 in A, op. 92.


Published Score
Treat a published score like a book. Give the title, underlined, as it appears on the title page, and capitalize the abbreviations *no.* and *op.*

Example:

Published Score, including date musical composition written
If you wish to indicate when a musical composition was written, add the date immediately after the title.

Example:

For further assistance, please ask at the Reference Desk.
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